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Great Western Bank Implements VSoft’s Item Capture and Image Processing Solutions
to Accommodate Aggressive Growth Goals
ATLANTA, Jan 7, 2013 – VSoft Corporation, a global information and technology provider of
process improvement solutions for financial institutions, announced today that Sioux Falls, S.D.based Great Western Bank selected VSoft’s branch and item capture and image processing
solutions for its nearly two hundred branches.
Great Western Bank recently experienced significant growth due to several acquisitions, reaching
over $9 billion in assets, and expects this number to double in the next two years. To
accommodate rapid growth goals, the bank replaced its existing payments platform with VSoft’s
branch item capture solution, which enables branch operators to key, balance and reject/repair
images at point of capture, rather than defer that work to a central operations area. The bank is
also performing inclearing, and transmission of cash letters with VSoft’s image exchange solution.
“As our expansion continues, we need a solution that gives us the flexibility to review images at
any point,” said Kirby Shroll, executive vice president of bank operations for Great Western Bank.
“VSoft provides the exact technology we were looking for. Its comprehensive suite of solutions
delivers the features and functionality that meet our needs, and we are confident that VSoft will
better prepare us to handle increased volume with the utmost efficiency during our time of rapid
growth.”

Great Western Bank will also use VSoft solutions to enable image delivery through customer estatements, CDs or by interfacing directly to home banking systems. The bank will further improve
branch processing procedures by deploying VSoft’s application designed to prevent duplicate
items.
“VSoft solutions are designed to integrate seamlessly with an institution’s current system.
Allowing the bank to choose between a centralized or in-branch processing model will be a
tremendous asset to Great Western Bank during its expansion,” said Murthy Veeraghanta,

chairman and chief executive officer, VSoft Corporation. “VSoft’s branch item capture solution
meets Great Western Bank’s immediate needs and offers complete scalability to handle greater
volumes with ease and accuracy as their growth continues.”

About VSoft Corporation
VSoft Corporation offers core and payment-processing solutions that improve service, reduce
cost and maximize efficiency for financial institutions. Its solutions provide seamless, real-time,
high-volume and high-performance transactions across multiple channels and can be delivered
in–house, or as an outsourced ASP or SaaS model to best meet the needs of individual financial
institutions.
VSoft’s services have been trusted by more than 2,200 banks, credit unions and savings
institutions, as well as transaction processors, governments, utilities, telecommunications and
retail organizations worldwide. The company’s growth and stability has been recognized by
inclusion in the Inc. 5000 list for four years running and featured in Bank Technology News’ 9th
Annual Innovator Awards for CoreSoft, its core solution. For more information call 770-225-7692
or visit www.vsoftcorp.com.
#
Editor's Note: The correct usage of the company name, VSoft Corporation, is either referring to it
as VSoft Corporation or VSoft, with both the "V" and the "S" capitalized.

